DAVIDE REBUFFA

A Partita by Filippo Sauli, theorbo and
mandolin player to the Habsburgs
Court in Wien.

As a modest contribution I would like to offer
to the reader, an archlute transcription of a
Partita composed by Filippo Sauli between
1700 and 1710, which has come down in a
tablature manuscript for the four-course
“baroque” mandolino1.
Without going here into too deep and
examination, I would like to draw the reader's
attention on the figure or role of the lutemandolino player and possible connections
between the mandolino and the lute repertoire, in
the period from the late seventeenth century to
the mid-eighteenth century. In the last few
years, besides working as a lutenist, my
attention turned to the “baroque” mandolino
repertoire, which is partly still unknown to
many musicians (including mandolin players),
despite the admirable work of research and
dissemination done, beginning several decades
ago, by James Tyler 2 as a performer and
musicologist. Despite the lack of printed
editions, there are in fact many surviving
manuscripts in staff notation and tablature,
which are potentially of great interest also for
the lute player who may be able to make
connections between the two instruments and
their respective repertoires.
My study and revision of Filippo Sauli’s Partitas
for solo mandolino, which I carried out before
making a complete recording on CD (to be
published by Tactus Records in summer 2017)
and publishing a full transcription into modern
notation (published by Ut Orpheus
publications in 2016) - has led me to consider a
theorbo and an archlute version of some of
them, following a well-established practice of
the time.
The archlute in the eighteenth century

In spite of scarcity of publications, a number of
surviving manuscripts (such as the sonatas
dedicated to Count Gilbert Borromeo V, dated
1778) show that during the late eighteenth
century the archlute was still used as a solo
instrument. Though to a lesser extent even than
in the previous century the use of the theorbo
is well documented too, even though only as a
continuo instrument. Particularly in Florence,
the theorbo continued to be played at least until
1757 or perhaps 17653, as well as in Venice,
where lute and theorbo strings were still
purchased up to 17704.
In Italy, the archlute was the only type of lute
which easily adapted itself to the rapid changes
of taste which took place particularly in the
second half of the eighteenth century; also in
Dresden and Vienna, during the first half of the
century, it was sometimes used instead of the
German lute in obbligato parts. As stated in
Filippo Dalla Casa’s book of Sonatas for the
"French archlute" 5, in Italy, during the second
half of the eighteenth century, the survival of
the arciliuto was accompanied by decrease in
the number of bourdons6 and in the length of
the neck extension (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1, Arcileuto Francese by Filippo dalla Casa, 1759.
(Bologna, Civico Museo Bibliografico).

Nevertheless, since the archlute in use at the
time when Sauli was in Vienna was still the old
thirteen-with or fourteen-course instrument (6
3

The Year in which theorbist Niccolò Susier died.
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To better define its precise nature and not confusing it with
the “Neapolitan mandolin”, following James Tyler’s
terminology I shall call the earlier type of mandolin, the
Mandolino, since this (as well as the interchangeable term
Mandola) was the name used by its contemporary players,
makers and composers.
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See J. TYLER-P. SPARKS, The Early Mandolin, Oxford, Clarendon
Press, 1989.

See P. G. GILLIO, L’attività musicale negli Ospedali di Venezia nel
Settecento, Studi di Musica Veneta, Quaderni Vivaldiani 12, Istituto
Italiano Antonio Vivaldi, Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Leo S. Olschki
editore, Florence 2006, pp. 112-113.
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F. DALLA CASA, Suonate di Celebri Auttori per l’arcileuto francese. Regole
di Musica. (Manoscritti E.E.155.I e II, Bologna, Civico Museo
Bibliografico; facsimile: Firenze, SPES, 1984). Cfr. D. REBUFFA, Il
Liuto, L’ Epos, Palermo 2012, pp. 255-260.
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For instance the ”arcileuto francese” of Dalla Casa was an archlute
with only ten-courses of strings (six stopped and four bourdons).
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stopped double courses and seven or eight
single bourdons) with a long neck extension as
seen in Figure 2, 3), for my transcription I
tried to use the bourdons as much as possible7.

FIGURE 2 Flemish School, The Five Senses, (detail), XVIIth
century. (Rome, Museo Nazionale degli Strumenti Musicali).

FIGURE 3 Francesco Trevisani (Attributed) Portrait of an
archlute player, Rome, ca. 1720. (Private collection).

Let us now examine the figure of archlute and
theorbo player in the late seventeenth century
and first half of the eighteenth century; I wish
to highlight of whom I wish to highlight the
multi-instrumental versatility of this musicians,
which was often extended to the four- or fivecourse mandolino.

The figure of the lutenist-theorbist and
mandolino player
During my research on the “baroque” mandolino
it became clear that those who played and
wrote for it between 1650 and 1750, were all
active as lute and theorbo players. This aspect
of the professional versatility of lute players in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 8 "dressed differently and in new clothes" - in the
expression of Bellerofonte Castaldi cropped up
repeatedly in the researches of Orlando
Cristoforetti, who referred to the figure of
lute/archlute/theorbo player as a “triune” or
three in one; 9 a multi-instrumentalist in the old
tradition, and we should not be surprised if
their skills extended to the mandola/mandolino,
whose origins are chronologically very close to
those of chitarrone/theorbo. In Italy, in the so
called "Transitional Period" in lute construction
(around 1600-1660 ca.), the old eight-, nine-,
and ten-course lutes were converted into new
instruments with neck extensions and two
pegboxes; very soon even the wholly double
strung fourteen-course liuti attiorbati were
converted to archlutes with long neck extension
and single bourdons10. If we add to this element
the gradual appearance of the four-course
mandolino and five-course mandola, the multiinstrumentalist musician takes a new form; the
accomplishments
on
lute/theorbolute/theorbo (and also, though less frequently,
lute/theorbo/guitar), will be replaced by that
archlute/theorbo/mandolino.
As
further
evidence of this, we should consider that there
is at least one surviving archlute case fitted with
a compartment for the mandolino.
A classic example of multi-instrumentalist lute
player who also played mandola and mandolino,
was the Roman virtuoso Giovanni Zamboni. In
a manuscript (now lost), the Pisan chronicler
Rainiero Busoni calls him a very good contrapuntist
and virtuoso on theorbo, lute, harpsichord, “diminished”
Guitar [?], mandolino and mandola, and good oriental
stones-grinder, namely of jewels […].
The current state of research (although in some
cases only a matter of clues and circumstantial
8
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Those who do not have an archlute or a liuto attiorbato could still
play this Partita with a six, seven or eight-course lute, transposing up an
octave notes on bourdons which they do not have (taking care to
prevent parallel fifths and octaves movements).

Not to mention the many examples of singers/theorbo players, or
lutenists whom also played the organ, the violone or cello.
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See O. CRISTOFORETTI, preface to the facsimile edition of
Giovanni Zamboni, Sonate d’Intavolatura di Leuto, Florence, SPES, 1982.
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See D. REBUFFA, op. cit., pp. 237-243.
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evidence) shows that among the lute players
who also played the mandolino some of them
were very notable. Among these was the
Roman virtuoso Lelio Colista, who already in
his youth was defined by Kircher as insignis
Cytharaedus, & true Romanae Urbis Orpheus11 and
in whose inventory - drawn up after his death
in 1680 - in addition to as many as 12 archlutes
we find a mandolino with ebony and ivory bowl12.
Other mandolino players in the circle of Lelio
Colista were Domenico Melari della Mandola,
Antonio Quintavalle and the Bolognese
Gasparo Cantarelli13, all active in Rome at the
Musical Chapel of the Church of San Marcello.
More significant was the figure of Pietro Paolo
Cappellini (or Cappelini), theorbist and
composer of whom some compositions for
solo mandolino in staff notation have survived.
He was at the service of Flavio Chigi, the
powerful "cardinal nephew" of Pope Alexander
VII; in 1664 Cappellini went along with Lelio
Colista and Bernardo Pasquini on a diplomatic
mission of Cardinal Chigi to Louis XIV.
Let's now look into the rich scene of the Medici
Court in Florence, where several generations of
theorbo-mandolino players were active. The first
one of whom we have information is Agnolo
Conti, a composer and theorbo player active
between around 1631 and 1666 in the service
of Ferdinando II de' Medici.
Giovanni Battista Gigli, known as the "little
German" (? -1703) 14 although he was from
Emilia, and Niccolò Ceccherini were both in
the service of the Grand Prince of Tuscany,
Ferdinand III15. We should also remember the
highly
esteemed
virtuoso
Francesco
Bartolomeo Conti (1682-1732) who settled in
Vienna in 1701 after serving as a theorbo player
in Florence, Milan and Ferrara.
In Vienna, Conti initially worked alongside the
old Paduan theorbist Orazio Clementi (who
11

A. KIRCHER Musurgia Universalis, I, Rome 1650, p. 480.

died in 1708) and was later appointed as first
theorbist of the Hapsburg Court orchestra. An
Aria with mandolino obbligato by Conti from the
opera Galatea vendicata (1719) survives, and a
Sonata for mandolino and continuo, contained in
the same manuscript whence comes Filippo
Sauli’s Partita, transcribed in the music
supplement herewith.
We only have a little biographical information
concerning Francesco Arrigoni, who is present
in the books of payment of the Dresden Court
from 1709 to the end of 1719, the year in which
he died. He is first listed as theorbist or archlute
player along with Gottfried Bentley and, in
1719, as one of the Theorbisten together with
Sylvius Leopold Weiss 16 . It seems that
Francesco has no family links to the betterknown Florentine, Carlo Arrigoni (1697-1744),
also singer and violinist, who was active
primarily as a composer of Operas and
Oratorios, as well as theorbo-mandolino player.
His presence is attested in London as a
composer employed by the "Opera of the
Nobility” along with Giuseppe Sammartini and
Francesco Maria Veracini. In 1736 he was back
in his hometown as “chamber assistant” to
Giovanni Gastone, Grand Duke of Tuscany,
after whose death in 1737, he remained in
Florence and was appointed composer to the
Court of Francesco Stefano II, Duke of
Lorrraine, who resided in Wien.
Niccolo Susier (1688-1765) 17 studied under
Giovanni Francesco Cassioni and with Friar
Gherardo Ingoni. He is listed in the Florence
chronicles as a “theorbo player with the
nickname of Niccolino” at the service of Prince
Ferdinand as “virtuoso di camera” and
excellent player of lute, theorbo and other
musical instruments to His Majesty the
Emperor and Grand Duke”. He is the
composer of at least one “Sonata for mandolino
and continuo”, and he was colleague of Carlo
Arrigoni, Giovanni Filippo and Domenico
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H. WESSELY-KROPIK, Lelio Colista, Wien, Hermann Bochlau,
1961, p. 127.
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Two balletti composed by Cantarelli for the five-course mandola are
the first printed music specifically for this instrument. They appear in a
guitar source, Giovanni Pietro Ricci’s Scuola d’intavolatura […] per la
chitarriglia spagnuola (In Roma, Per Paolo Moneta. MDCLXXVII. Con
licenza). Near the end of the book (pp. 50-53) is found a separate titlepage which reads: Sonate nuove di mandola, followed by the two Balletti.
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See J. W. HILL, Antonio Veracini in context: new perspectives from
documents, analysis and style. “Early Music” XVIII (4), 1990 pp. 547.
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See F. HAMMOND, Musicians at the Medici Court in the Mid-Seventeenth
Century, Analecta musicologica, 14, 1974, p. 162.
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See M. FÜRSTENAU, Zur geschichte der musik und des theaters am hofe
zu Dresden, Dresden 1861-62, pp. 18, 19, 50, 51, 134; Beiträge zur
Geschichte der Königlich Sächsischen musikalischen kapelle, Dresden, Meser,
1849, p. 124.
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Susier is today best known for having written the Florentine
chronicle entitled “Diary of all that has happened in the city of
Florence” (Florence, Biblioteca Moreniana, Acq. Div. 54), a document
which is full of information on the musical life of the Grand Ducal
Chapel and of the musicians who were active in it.
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Palafuti (1691-1776) 18 in the Grand Ducal
Chapel in Florence. The latter is attested as
“virtuoso of theorbo, organ, harpsichord and
many others instruments” as well as “Chamber
virtuoso”. In 1739, Charles de Brosses (in his
familières écrites Lettres d'Italie en 1739 et 40)
reports that he listened to a concert by
Francesco Veracini accompanied on the
theorbo and archlute by [Domenico?] Palafuti;
tartly commenting that on that occasion he
became convinced of how wise the French had
been to stop using the theorbo19.
Among the already mentioned names, a prime
example of archlute-theorbo and mandolino
virtuoso is Giovanni Battista Gigli. In two wellknown paintings by Antonio Domenico
Gabbiani (dating from 1685) representing the
musicians of the Medici Court and the Grand
Prince Ferdinando, Gigli is in fact portrayed in
both the role of four-course mandolino player
(Figure 4), and theorbist (Figure 5).
Gabbiani’s paintings confirm the important role
that the mandolino acquired at the Medici court,
showing it with a quintet of stringed
instruments and harpsichord, as an instrument
of equal dignity and perhaps regularly used
within that instrumental ensemble.

FIGURE 4 Antonio Domenico Gabbiani, Musician of
Granprincipe Ferdinando, ca. 1684-87 (Florence, Galleria Palatina).
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The Palafutis were a family of Florentine theorbo players mentioned
in the chronicles as early as 1676. Several times attested is the
participation of Giovanni Filippo in the musical activities of the Court
while Domenico, who is listed in the records of payment since 1736
was still receiving his pension in 1770. See. KIRKENDALE W., The
Court Musicians in Florence During the Principate of the Medici with a
Reconstruction of the Artistic Establishment, Historiae musicae cultores not.
61, Florence, Leo S. Olschki, 1993; J.W. HILL, The life and works of
Francesco Maria Veracini, Studies in musicology, no. 3, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, UMI Research Press, 1979.
19

See J. W. HILL, op. cit., 1979.

FIGURE 5 Antonio Domenico Gabbiani, Portrait of
Granprincipe Ferdinando with his musicians, ca. 1684-87 (Florence,
Galleria Palatina).

Although to a lesser extent than in Rome and
Florence, Bologna - with its prestigious
Accademia Filarmonica - was also an important
center of musical production in which the lute
and mandolino played a significant role, with the
distinction of being also used together and not
merely as alternative instruments.
Amongst amateurs, another significant example
documenting the fashion of the mandolino
among the nobility as a complementary
instrument to the lute is the wonderful painting
by Giuseppe Maria Crespi, portraying Count
Fulvio Grati, a painting of massive proportions,
characterised by very theatrical lighting and
with a strong effect of “chiaro-scuro”
highlighting the figure of the Count, who (with
a harp in the background), is holding a “French
lute” while his left hand grasps the neck of a
five-course mandolino (Figure 6).
Regarding Bologna we have already mentioned
Gasparo Cantarelli, and we also have the
significant case of Lodovico Fontanelli (1682
ca.-1748) and his sons Giovanni Giuseppe and
Clemente, whom were all active as lute and
mandolino players as well as makers. Lodovico
was admitted to the Accademia Filarmonica of
Bologna in 1717 and is certified as “Lodovico
of the theorbo, lute and mandolino public
professor”. A Suonata con Grave e suo Minuetto a
Mandola e basso dell’Arciliuto has come to us in
the collection of Suonate di Celebri Auttori per
l’arcileuto francese [...] compiled by the
aforementioned lutenist-theorbist and probably
also mandolino player, Filippo dalla Casa 20 .
20

In the same collection we also find two Sonatas for mandolino and
basso continuo by Giuseppe Vaccari: Concerto à Mandolino, è basso del
Arcileuto di Giuseppe Vaccari; Concerto à Mandolino, è basso del Arcileuto di
Giuseppe Vaccari; one by Giacomo Antonio Tinazzoli: Suonata à
Mandolino, è Arcileuto. Vaccari is not listed in the Catalogo degli Aggregati
dell’Accademia Filarmonica di Bologna, while Tinazzoli (?-1730) was
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Giovanni Giuseppe Fontanelli (1708-1777),
who was "supernumerary lutenist at the palace"
in a document dated 1749 claimed to be a
plucked instrument player and maker, together
with his brother Clemente, making his living
playing the lute and the mandolino “at the table
of the elderly gentlemen”, earning 200 Lire per
year: professore dell’Instromenti del genere del pizzico e
fabbricatore con […] mio fratello [Clemente] […]
sono il Liuto et anco il mandolino alla tavola delli
Si[gno]ri Anziani, che tra il pane, et altro mi busco da
200: Lire l’anno […]21.

suitable continuo instrument to accompany it.
On the other hand, it will not be superfluous to
recall that from an organological point of view,
the four-, five- and six-course “baroque”
mandolino
essentially
maintained
the
construction principles of the lute, sharing with
it technique22 (as can be seen in Figures 7, 8)
and partially the tuning, being both tuned in
fourths with the top string in G or F, according
to the standard pitch in use.

FIGURE 7 Five-course mandolino player. Pietro Longhi, The
little concert (detail) ca. 1755-60 (Milan, Pinacoteca di Brera).

FIGURE 6 Giuseppe Maria Crespi, Portrait of count Fulvio Grati,
ca. 1720-1723 (Madrid, Carmen Thyssen-Bornemisza
Collection, ex Salina Amorini collection, Bologna).

The activities of these lute-mandolino players not
only shows that the mandolino was a
complementary instrument to the lute and
theorbo, to be used in Sonatas, Arias and
Cantatas, but even that - at least in the Bologna
area – the archlute was considered the most
admitted to the Accademia in 1673. He worked as compostor and
singer but, as far as I know, there are no surviving documents
confirming that he was also a lute-mandolino player.
21

Bologna, Archivio di Stato, Tribunale del Torrone, Atti, 8116/3. Cfr.
S. PASQUAL, Notizie inedite su Giovanni Giuseppe Fontanelli (1708-1777)
liutaio bolognese, “Liuteria Musica e Cultura” 1999-2000, Lucca, LIM,
2001, p. 21.
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Contrary to what some peaople still believe, the "baroque" mandolino
was not played with a plectrum, as evidenced not only by the
overwhelming extant iconographical sources, but mainly from the
musical writing: with plectrum it is impssible to play polyphonic
compositions with notes placed on non-adjacent strings. Moreover, we
know that in Western Europe lute players finally abandoned the use of
the plectrum already in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century, to
perform polyphony (after a period when they tried to play at least two
voices with a mixed technique). The plectrum (which in folk pluckedstring instruments such as the colascione was never abandoned), during
the 17th century was only used on the French Mandore. In Italy and
France it was used on the six-course mandolino only in the late
eighteenth century, when - with the final disappearance of lute players
– the gut-strung mandolinos were played by those who usually played
(with a plectrum) the new "Neapolitan" mandoline (France, Central and
Southern Italy) and Cremonese mandolino (in Northern Italy).
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V or printed publications for other scorings23),
but also benefited of the interchangeability
between lute and mandolino.
Although it may seem slightly weird, given that
the two instruments play an octave apart, their
interchangeability is attested in an Aria by
Antonio Lotti’s Teofane, composed and
performed in Dresden in 171924. The Aria sung
by Adelberto Lascia che nel suo viso, in the second
act is scored for “either” mandolino obbligato or
arcileuto (Figure 9).

FIGURE 9 Incipit of the Air: Lascia che nel suo viso, from
Antonio Lotti’s Teofane, 1719 (Ms. Mus. 2159-F.7, Dresden,
Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek).
FIGURE 8 Princess Amelia playing a five-course mandolino.
Philippe Mercier, Frederick, Prince of Wales and his sisters (detail),
ca. 1733 (London, National Portrait Gallery).

Since all the evidence in our possession
confirms that the "baroque" mandolino was an
instrument played exclusively by lute players,
one wonders if its repertoire was always original,
or if the proverbial eighteenth-century Italian
pragmatism also foresaw the adaptation of the
same repertoire from lute to mandolino, and vice
versa. With little changes lute pieces could be
adapted to the theorbo and sometimes to the
five-course guitar (take for instance the various
lute, theorbo and guitar versions which Robert
De Visée made of his pieces) so it is likely that
this could also be done for the mandolino. We
should infact not forget that the instrumental
practice of the time frequently assigned to the
musical composition a sense of instrumental
versatility, such that it would be a mistake to
attribute to it an absolute or unique meaning. In
this respect - as we have seen - it is important
to recall that the earliest seventeenth-century
manuscript and printed mandolino sources,
merely consist of dance and song arrangements
adapted to the mandolino but originally intended
for the five-course “Spanish guitar." Later, by
the end of the seventeenth century and even
more during the early decades of the eighteenth
century, the mandolino repertory - although quite
substantial - not only frequently drew from
music originally written for the violin and flute
(for example, transcriptions from Corelli’s Op.

On the occasion of the first performance of the
opera, the obbligato part was not performed by
the lute/theorbo/mandolino court player
Geoffried Bentley or by his colleague
Francesco Arrigoni, but was assigned to the
celebrated virtuoso Sylvius Leopold Weiss, who,
however, played it with a "Theorbierte Laute"25
rather than with a five-course mandolino or an
archlute as specified by Lotti (Figure 10).
Lotti’s indication Mandolino ò Arcileuto
unequivocally reveals that the obbligato part
could be played an octave higher (as actually
written) or alternatively one octave lower, using
an archlute. It is precisely this interchangeability
makes us consider thus perhaps some extant
compositions for solo mandolino are in fact
transcriptions from theorbo or arciliuto. This
could be done simply by reducing the essential
harmony and bass notes, or arranging a version
for mandolino and continuo in order to
compensate for the lack of the bass line on the
mandolino.
Keeping this in mind I made the transcription
of some Partitas for solo mandolino by Filippo
Sauli (further pieces forthcoming) amongst
23

See for instance: P. G. G. BONI, Divertimenti per camera a violino,
violone, cimbalo, flauto e mandola, op. II, published in Rome and dated
between 1717 and 1728; R. VALENTINE, Sonate per il traversiero, col
basso che possono servire per violino, mandola [read mandolino] et oboe [...] Opera
XII, Rome, Antonio Cleton, 1730.

24

Teofane was performed on 13th, 21st and 27th of September 1719
with great pomp in the new Opera House, during the celebrations for
the marriage of Augustus II the "Strong", Elector of Saxony and Mary
Gioseffa, Archduchess of Austria.

25

See D. REBUFFA, op. cit, pp. 375-379.
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which is the version for the archlute of Partita
V offered here.
Let us now turn our view to Sauli’s Partitas
which compared to the mandolino compositions
present in the earlier seventeenth-century
manuscripts - the content of which consists of
simple dances and not yet extended musical
forms such as Sonatas or complete Suites mark a significant change in the nature of the
instrument’s repertory.
Filippo Sauli’s Partitas for the mandolino
The poor biographical information about
Filippo Sauli inform us that he was from
Florence and was active as a theorbo player at
the Habsburg court in Vienna during the brief
reign of Joseph I (1705-1711). According to
Ludwig von Kochel, Sauli was hired January 1,
1707 or 1709 and remained in service at the
Hof-Kapelle probably until 172126.
All compositions in the manuscript are notated
in French tablature and written for a fourcourse mandolino. Sauli’s writing, although
polyphonically limited by the modest extension
of the instrument, is quite obviously derived
from the lute or theorbo. In fact, these Partitas,
suitably adapted and enriched with a bass line,
are much more interesting when performed at
the lower octave with archlute or theorbo
(some also with the five-course guitar). It seems
rather likely that these compositions were
already the result of an adaptation to the
mandolino, in which the author tried to keep
some notes of the bass line and a few chords in
easy positions.
The details of the symbols of solmization
shown in Partita I (per D.D), Partita III (per ce
Sol fa ut) and Partita V (G sol re ut), help to
determine the key of these Partitas and that the
tuning used by Sauli anticipate the top string
being G27. The key of G minor of Partita V is
particularly idiomatic for both the 4-course
mandolin and the archlute, both being tuned in
G. According to Johann Mattheson this key

evokes "deference and uncommon grace " but
even "moderate nostalgia and a peaceful joy";
"Is by far the best key because it has a
suggestive evocative force and a tonality ideal
for a composition imbued with vitality28."
Instead of starting with the usual Prelude, Partita
V opens with an unusual French Ouverture or
"Entrée grave" rather majestic although without
dotted rhythms (Figure 11). The second
movement is an Allemande (Figure 12), whose
opening section was partially reconstructed for
some rhythmic inconsistencies. It is followed
by an Italian Corrente (Figure 13), a Sarabande
(Figure 14), which is perhaps the most
modestly inspired movement the Suite and a
final Corellian-style Giga (Figure 15).

26

See L. VON KÖCHEL, Die Kaiserl Hof-Musikkapelle in Wien von
1543-1867, Wien, Beck’sche Universitäts-Buchhandlung 1869. (Repr.
Hildesheim, Georg Olms Verlag, 1976).
27

However, instead of the usual tuning in fourths (from treble to bass:
G4 - D4 - A3 - E3), Sauli’s Partitas require the “scordatura” of the
fourth course a semitone higher: G4 – D4 – A3 – F3, thus making the
intervals of the first four courses identical to those of the archlute.
(According to Tyler this is the only case of departure from the standard
tuning encountered in the Italian repertory).

FIGURE 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 Filippo Sauli, Incipits of the single
28

J. MATTHESON, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, Hamburg, Christian
Herold, 1739.
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movements of Partita V (Me. Pu II KK 36, Prague, Roudnická
Lobkowiczká knihovna Library).

Sauli does not always follow the Corellian
model in the order of his movements: in some
Partitas he puts a final Minuet after the Giga,
showing a preference for a stereotype very
much in vogue particularly in Vienna, still
following the French Style as a model. In
Partita V (and also in Partita IV) there is no
Minuet, often used by Sauli as final movement
of the Suite to please the maniacal predilection
of the Viennese for this dance form. According
to the performance practice of the time, the
various movements of the suite could be played
in a different order, or only some of them
played.
It is hard to find a distinctive feature of Sauli’s
writing or identify stylistic influences from
other composers. Although the adherence to
the Corellian style is evident at least in the
Corrente and in the Giga of Partita V (and is even
more so in Partita II, with an extended
quotation from the Corrente of the 7th Sonata
from Corelli’s Opus V), and despite the
constant presence of Italian composers at court,
we can also find some French-style clichés, still
very popular in Vienna.
We do not know if the performance of sonatas
for solo mandolino without basso continuo was a
common practice. It is, however, reasonable to
assume that Sauli’s Partitas would originally
have had a bass part (now lost), as in the case
of the Sonata written by Sauli’s colleague
Francesco Conti, (that survives in the same
manuscript) which although it is also entitled as
a work for solo mandolino29, is provided with a
separate bass part30. In addition, since the same
label is also used for archlute and basso
continuo concertos, I think it most likely that

29

Sonata al Mandolino solo dal Signor Francesco Contini /Arpeggio, Allemande,
Sarabande, Minuet.
30

Since the expression "Sonata for solo mandolino" is regularly used
in a number of sonatas for mandolino and bass, it is likely that this term
was used to distinguish them from those written for two mandolinos and
continuo or strings and continuo. The implicit practice of continuo
accompaniment would also explain why most of the extant
compositions are written for the four-course mandolino, and in lesser
quantities for the five-course, despite the existence of six-course
mandolinos, both attested as early as the end of the seventeenth century.
It is in fact obvious that in the case of a transcription and execution for
solo mandolino it would be better to have some more bass notes using a
six-course instrument; this is the case of some of Sauli's Partitas in
which the absence of 5th or 6th course does not allow to use the bass
root note of the key.

also Sauli’s Partitas originally also had a bass
part.
Although my transcription for archlute with the
simple addition of a bass line appears musically
full enough, we could consider the possibility
of a performance with continuo (which I
experienced several times). This solution is
documented for example by the anonymous
Sinfonia a Solo di Arciliuto from the library of
Count Harrach, in which there is a part for the
bass, despite a slightly synthetic bass line
already present in the lute part31. In the light of
these considerations, I therefore decided to
provide also a version with a reconstructed
hypothetical bass part, which can be played on
the harpsichord (organ or theorbo) and may be
modified according to the reader’s taste. If
necessary, when playing with a continuo
instrument, the lute player may decide to
simplify the lute part in the Corrente and Giga.
Moreover, omitting the bourdons or even all
the bass notes will support a performance
which could be closer to violin or keyboard
performance practice, which, as Mattheson tells
us, was at a much quicker tempo than on the
lute.
The manuscript
This transcription is based on the only extant
manuscript (Pu II KK 36), now housed in the
Roudnická Lobkowiczká knihovna libary, in the
castle of Nelahozeves (Czech Republic). I have
partially pieced the story of the eventful history
of this manuscript, which relates to that of the
entire library and collection of musical
instruments of the Lobkowicz family32.
31

This Sinfonia is part of a manuscript collection which also includes
two Concertini per Cammera Con Arciliuto obligato Violini e bass. The
manuscript, now at the Royal College of Music in London, was bought
in London by Robert Spencer in 1956; it came from Count Harrach’s
collection, in Rohrau, Austria. It may previously have belonged to the
Austrian Count Aloys Thomas Raimund von Harrach (1669-1742),
who was Viceroy of Naples from 1728 to 1733, or to his son Frederick
Augustus (1696-1749).

32

The Lobkowicz family collection includes 28 volumes of tablature
for plucked string instruments, dated between the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries. It should be noted that some members of
the family were talented lute players, including Augustus Ferdinand, 3rd
Prince of Lobkowicz (1655-1715), his son Philip Hyacinth, 4th Prince
of Lobkowicz (1680-1734) and Princess Anna Wilhelmina (1703- 1754),
the second wife of Philip Hyacinth. All three studied the lute with lute
masters Antonio Eckstein, Andreas Bohr and Sylvius Leopold Weiss.
For information on the entire manuscript an printed collection see: L.
DE BARBIERI, Le prince et le sphinx: La bibliothèque de Philippe Ferdinand
Lobkowicz (1724-1784) in Opera Roman IV, Ceske Budejovice, 2003,
pp. 239-308.

8

The manuscript was acquired in Austria,
presumably at the court of Vienna, where some
members of the Lobkowicz family held
prestigious positions, and then it was preserved
for centuries at the castle of Roudnice, in
Bohemia. Confiscated by the Nazis in 1942, it
was transferred along with the entire
Lobkowicz library to the Narodni University
Library in Prague (now called National Library).
In 1951, with the Communist regime, the music
collection was moved from the library and
transferred to the Department of Music of the
National Museum in Prague, later renamed the
Museum of the Czech Music and now known
as the Czech Museum of Music. The
manuscript finally came into possession of the
Lobkowicz family in 1992, although the actual
removal of the entire collection only took place
in 2000.

FIGURE 10 The Dresden court Orchestra in an engraving
made by Carl Heinrich Jacob Fehling (detail), on the occasion
of the first performance of Antonio Lotti’s Teofane, Dresden
1719 (Dresden, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Gemäldegalerie
Alte Meister).

In making my archlute version, following the
example of the original I preferred to use the
French tablature in which the letters are placed
on the four lines corresponding to the four
courses of the instrument. It is in fact very
likely that Sauli and his colleague Francesco
Conti, despite being Italian, only used the
French tablature in Vienna, 33 since the Italian
system was considered quite odd and difficult
to understand outside Italy.
The manuscript is not autographed and the
tablature is written with the common style of
hand found in Austrian, German and French
manuscripts. Tim Crawford has recognised the
hand of one of the scribes responsible for the
compilation of nine surviving manuscripts now
33

Conti used French tablature for the obbligato lute parts present in the
eight Cantatas of Ms. N 17953, housed at the National Library in
Vienna.

preserved in Prague and Vienna34. Jiri Tichota
suggests that it may be the hand of the noble
Viennese Bohrenfels Andreas von Bohr (16621725 or 1728), lutenist, guitarist and mandolino
player, who was also active in the Viennese
Kaiseriche Hofkapelle from 1 July 1696 until
his death 35 . Andreas Bohr served Prince
Lobkowicz between August 1704 and March
1705 - a few years before the supposed date of
the composition of Sauli’s Partitas - and in 1712
became the official teacher of the Hapsburg
Princess. In the absence of documents it is
difficult to determine if Bohr had Sauli’s
Partitas directly from Sauli himself and how the
manuscript came into possession of the
Lobkowicz family.
A number of errors and inaccuracies, together
with simplicity of the harmonic structure,
suggest that it could have been a copy made for
one of the scribe’s students, maybe a noble
court amateur, rather than Bohr’s or Sauli’s
own performing score.
In conclusion, I hope that this offering will
stimulate the interest of lute players in the
“baroque” mandolino and its repertoire,
unfortunately still inexplicably neglected and
unknown, as well as in the archlute manuscript
repertory of the eighteenth century.
Davide Rebuffa

34

See T. CRAWFORD: The historical importance of François Dufault and his
influence on musicians outside France, in: Luths et Luthistes en Occident, actes du
colloque, Musée de la Musique, Paris, 13-15th May 1998, Paris, Cité de
la Musique, “Conférence et colloques”, 1999, pp. 201-216.

35

Cfr. J. TICHOTA, Francouzská loutnová hudba Cechách, Miscellanea
Musicologica 25-6, Prague, 1973, pp. 7-77.
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